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Assembly 2
RECEIVER AND BARREL

1. If receiver (2) or barrel (A) is found unserviceable, as indicated in previous section, unscrew the receiver from barrel (right hand thread) with the aid of special tools, jaws B316021 and wrench B316022, and replace with new or serviceable parts. Best results in assembling receiver to barrel are obtained by selecting the proper combination so it requires approximately 1/4" draw to have the reference or draw lines (B) coincide.
ASSEMBLING
U.S. RIFLE, M1917

1. Insert the butt-plate cap (4) into the seat (2), and tap in the butt-plate pin (1). Place the butt-plate spring (3) on the shoulder (7) and lock into place with the butt-plate spring screw (8).

Place butt-swivel plate (5) into position at (7) and fasten into place with the two butt-swivel screws (7) and (8).

4. Place the butt-plate (1) into the butt-plate seat (14) and lock into position with the two butt-plate screws (N) and (P).
5. Insert the trigger into the sear and tap in trigger pin.

6. Place the sear spring on the lug and insert the unit into the housing. Lock the unit into position with the sear pin.

7. Place the safety lock spring on safety lock plunger and insert the unit into the housing. Push with screwdriver until end is protruding from end of housing at point. Hold end with a pair of pliers, then insert the safety lock plunger as shown in Fig. 3, and turn it clockwise a half turn. Place the safety lock holder into position and fasten it with safety lock holder screw.
8. Slide the hand guard ring on over the barrel until it rests against the shoulder. Place the magazine into the housing as shown in Fig. 1. Place the stock on over the barrel, being sure that the magazine is not disturbed from its seat.

9. Insert the floor plate spring into its seat. Place the floor plate catch into position and tap in the floor plate pin.

10. Place the guard into the seat in the stock. Fasten in place with the front guard screw and the rear guard screw.
11. Slide the magazine spring (A) under the lugs (B) on the follower (C). Follow same procedure to engage the spring with the floor plate (D).

Fig. 1

12. Lower the floor plate assembly (E) into the housing (F) as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2

13. To lock the floor plate assembly (E) into the housing, press down on the plate with thumb, and then push forward.

Fig. 3
14. Place shoulder A on the rear hand guard B under the hand guard ring C.

15. Slide the lower band D over the barrel until it rests against the shoulder E on the rear hand guard B.

16. Place the front hand guard F under the lower band D and tap in the lower band pin G.
17. Tap on the upper band (A) until it rests against the front hand guard (B). Screw in the upper band screw (C), and tighten the stocking swivel screw (D). Using a soft hammer, tap on the front sight carrier (E); drive in the carrier pin (G). Tap the front sight (F) into its seat in the carrier (E).

   Note: Be sure that the round edge (P) faces the muzzle of the gun.

18. To assemble the peep sight assembly (V), place the catch spring (H) against the shoulder (I), followed by the catch (J). Tap in the catch pin (K).

19. Slide the peep sight assembly (V) on the rear sight leaf (F). Screw in the stop screw (P).

20. Fasten the rear sight base spring (P) into its seat with the spring screw (Q). Place the rear sight leaf (F) into position so that the hole (R) will be in line with the hole (S). Tap in the joint bolt (T) and lock with the nut (O).
21) Place the ejector (A) into the bolt stop (B) as shown in Fig. 1. Press the bolt stop spring (C) down firmly into the bolt stop (A).

22) Insert the spring seat (D) into position at (E). Fasten the bolt stop (B) into place with the bolt stop screw (F).
23. Insert the minimum test bolt \( \text{\textbullet} \) into receiver \( \text{\textbullet} \) of tool \( \text{\textbullet} \) and set indicator \( \text{\textbullet} \) at '0'. Remove test bolt \( \text{\textbullet} \) and insert rifle bolt into receiver \( \text{\textbullet} \). If indicator reads more than minus .001, reject bolt.

24. Inspect the lips \( \text{\textbullet} \) of extractor \( \text{\textbullet} \), noting their condition as to wear and mutilations. Extractor \( \text{\textbullet} \) should have a slight bend, giving it spring tension.

Inspect the shell seat in bolt \( \text{\textbullet} \) stone down all high spots and remove all rust.

Note: The ejection of shells is a very important operation; therefore extractor \( \text{\textbullet} \) and bolt \( \text{\textbullet} \) should be inspected very thoroughly.

25. Slide the extractor \( \text{\textbullet} \) onto the lug \( \text{\textbullet} \) as shown in Fig. 2. Grasp the bolt as shown in Fig. 3, and push the extractor down with the thumb.

* Replaces sheet 9, BSO unit No. 2, issue of 2/11/43
26. Place the spring A on the striker B, followed by the sleeve C. Cocking piece assembled in following operation.

27. Grasp the sleeve C and pull down, as in Fig. 2. Place the cocking piece D over the end of the striker B as shown, and turn clockwise.
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**Fig. 1**

1. Insert firing pin assembly **A** into fixture **C**. Do catch **C** engages firing pin assembly **A** at **E**. Pull handle **F** of fixture **J** to horizontal position, securing assembly **A** and compressing spring **C**.

2. Screw bolt **G** onto firing pin assembly **A** until lock **H** of assembly **A** engages in seat **J** of bolt **G**. Remove the combined bolt and firing pin assembly from the fixture.

**Fig. 2**
30. Grasp the sleeve (©) and pull down as in Fig. 2. Place the cocking piece (©) over the end of the striker (©) as shown, and turn clockwise. Place the "C" washer (©) between the cocking piece (©) and the sleeve (©).

31. Screw the assembly (©) into the bolt (©).

32. With the firing pin in firing position, slide striker protrusion gage (©) over the striker (©). The .050" should not pass over the striker (©). If it clears, the striker is not long enough; therefore must be replaced. The .075" should clear the striker (©). If it does not, the striker is too long and therefore must be shortened to prevent punctured primer cups.
33. Press down on magazine follower A with thumb, as shown, and close the bolt B.

34. When bolt B closes, it will automatically cock, as shown by the position of the cocking piece C, in Fig. 2. Pull trigger D to fire.
ADJUSTING FRONT SIGHT

TARGET THE GUN FROM THE SHOULDERS.
ADJUST SIGHT AT (a), Fig. 1, TO 200 YDS.
AIM GUN AT NUMBER 4 ON TARGET (b) 100 FT.
AWAY. BULLET SHOULD ENTER BULL'S EYE.
IF BULLET GOES ABOVE OR BELOW BULL'S EYE, MAKE THE NECESSARY ADJUSTMENTS
BY CHANGING THICKNESS OF SIGHT BLADE (c), Fig. 2.

NOTE: THERE ARE ELEVEN DIFFERENT
THICKNESSES OF SIGHT BLADES, RANGING
FROM .135" TO .0985." IF BULLET GOES
EITHER TO RIGHT OR LEFT OF BULL'S EYE, PLACE TOOL (d) OVER CARRIER (e)
AND PUSH SIGHT BLADE (c) TO RIGHT
OR LEFT BY TURNING HANDLES (f).
STAKE SIGHT BLADE AT (g).

* REPLACES SHEET 14, BSD UNIT NO. 2, ISSUE OF 2-11-43
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Dismantling
WITH SAFETY LOCK ④ FORWARD, LIFT UP ON BOLT HANDLE ② AND PULL BOLT TO REAR. PUSH THE SAFETY
LOCK ④ ALL THE WAY TO REAR, AS SHOWN IN FIG. 2.
CLOSE THE BOLT ①.

INSERT A SMALL PIECE OF METAL ⑦ BETWEEN COCKING PIECE ⑥ AND SLEEVE ③.

PULL OUTWARD ON THE BOLT STOP ⑥ WITH THE LEFT HAND, AND AT THE SAME TIME REMOVE THE BOLT ④ FROM THE STOCK.
4. Unscrew the firing pin assembly A from the bolt B. By turning the firing pin assembly A counterclockwise.

5. Place the firing pin assembly A on a bench, as shown in Fig. 2, and pull down on the sleeve C. Remove the piece of metal D; give the cocking piece E a quarter turn counterclockwise and remove. Caution: Keep a firm grip on sleeve C, as the spring F will be compressed and have a tendency to expel the sleeve rapidly. Remove the sleeve C, the main spring F, and striker G.

6. Sight down striker G, revolving it slowly to inspect it for straightness. Also inspect the firing point at H, which must be smooth and rounded. Replace striker G if necessary.

7. The corner I on cocking piece E must be square and not rounded or mutilated. Stone down all nicks or eruptions. Also remove all rust spots.

8. Inspect sleeve C for burrs and distortions. Cocking piece E must actuate in sleeve freely.
Dismantling

9. Rotate Extractor (A) counter-clockwise one half turn, and, pushing it from the rear, as shown, remove the Extractor (A) from the Bolt (D).

10. Remove the Bolt Stop screw (C), and lift off the Bolt Stop assembly (D). Pull the spring seat (E) outward to remove.

Bolt Stop spring (E) should have a slight curve for tension. Also the lips (G) must be in good condition.

11. Inspect Bolt Stop (H) for wear and mutilations. Note that Bolt Stop lug (J) is not distorted. If necessary replace with a new one.

Note the amount of spring tension on the spring portion (K) of Ejector (G). Inspect the Ejector face (L) for distortion. Often replacement of Ejector is necessary.

12. Pull downward on the free end of Bolt Stop spring (F) to remove, as shown in Fig. 3 and 4. The released Ejector (G) can then be taken out of the Bolt Stop (H).
13. Unscrew the base spring screw and using a punch, tap the rear sight base spring forward at position. Unscrew the joint bolt and lift out the rear sight leaf as shown.

14. Inspect spring for broken lips. Spring should have a slight bow.

15. The rear sight peep hole housing of sight leaf is to be straight and at right angles to the uprights.

16. Remove rear sight slide stop screw from sight leaf, slide off the peep sight assembly.

17. To dismantle the peep sight assembly, tap out the catch pin. Pull the catch and the catch spring straight outward to remove.

18. Inspect catch spring. Also inspect the slide stop catch. Spring must be strong enough to operate stop catch. The point of stop catch must be sharp enough to hold sight assembly secure on upright. Replace part if necessary.
19. Using a punch, tap the base lug [A] on the front sight to drive it out of the front sight carrier [B]. Tap out the front sight carrier pin [C], and drive off the front sight carrier [D] with a soft hammer.

20. Loosen the stacking swivel screw [E] to relieve tension; remove the upper band screw [F] and pull the upper band [G] off in the direction shown.

21. Inspect the front sight base lug [H] for wear, also for burrs and rust spots.

22. Inspect the front sight carrier [I] for wear and distortion.
23. Pull the hand guard A straight forward to remove. Tap out the lower hand pin B.

24. Remove the lower band C as shown.

25. Pull the rear hand guard D off as shown.
20 Depress the floor plate catch A with narrow pointed screwdriver B as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1

21 Remove the floor plate assembly C.

Fig. 2

28 Raise the end D on the magazine spring E and slide the spring E to rear as shown, to disengage it from the follower F. Follow same procedure to disengage the spring from floor plate G.

Fig. 3
29. Unscrew the front guard screw (A) and the rear guard screw (B). Grasp the bow (C) and remove the guard (D).

30. Pull out the floor plate catch pin (E) and remove the floor plate catch (F) and the floor plate catch spring (G).

31. Pull stock (H) upward and to the rear to disengage it from the barrel (I). Lift out the magazine (J).

32. Pull the hand guard ring (K) off as shown.
ASSEMBLING
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Fig 1

23. Select a barrel and receiver assembly. Fig 1 in which the headspace is correct in accordance with operation 41 of disassembling. Insert go gage (41-G-200-75) in chamber. Bolt (4) should close. Insert no go gage 41-G-200-100. Bolt should not close.

24. Inspect the lugs (5) of extractor (6), noting their condition as to wear and mutilations. Extractor (6) should have a slight bend, giving it spring tension.

Fig 2

Inspect the shell seat in bolt (4). Stone down all high spots and remove all dust.

NOTE: The ejection of shells is a very important operation, therefore extractor (6) and bolt (4) should be inspected very thoroughly.

Fig 3

25. Slide the extractor (6) onto the lug (5) as shown in Fig 2. Grasp the bolt as shown in Fig 3 and push the extractor down with the thumb.

* Replaces sheet 9, BSO Unit No. 2, issue of 4-19-43

USRIFLE, M1917, CAL. 30
26. Place the spring (A) on the striker (B), followed by the sleeve (C). Cocking piece assembled in following operation.

27. Grasp the sleeve (C) and pull down, as in Fig. 2. Place the cocking piece (D) over the end of the striker (B) as shown, and turn clockwise.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
SIGHT THROUGH BARREL A FROM BOTH ENDS OBSERVING CONDITION OF BORE AND IF FOLLOWING DEFECTS ARE PRESENT, REPLACE WITH NEW BARREL:

1) BENT BARREL
2) PITTED AREAS LARGER THAN 3/6 " IN SIZE ON LANDS OR GROOVES
3) PITTED AND DAMAGED SHELL CHAMBER B
4) IF BORE AT BREECH END IS LARGER THAN 306 " (INSERT GAGE C)
5) THRU RECEIVER  D INTO BORE AND READ DOWN AT 4 IN LINE WITH SURFACE 5. NUMBER 6 ON GAGE DESIGNATES 306 " MAXIMUM LIMIT
6) IF MAXIMUM GAGE 7 (302") FITS LOOSELY IN BORE AT MUZZLE END

THE BORE IS CORRECT IF GAGE 8 (300") ENTERS THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF BARREL. IF GAGE 8 WILL NOT ENTER, THE MINIMUM GAGE 9 (2998") SHOULD GO THRU BORE. BORE MUST BE LAPPED. DUST IN BORE MAY BE REMOVED WITH OILED WIRE BRUSH

NOTE: REMOVE RECEIVER FROM BARREL (OPERATION ") IF BARREL IS DEFECTIVE

* REPLACES SHEET II, BSD UNIT NO. 1, ISSUE OF 4-19-43
**CHECKING THE HEADSPACE**

41. If the bore of barrel (a) is satisfactory as indicated in previous operation and if receiver (b) is serviceable, check the shell chamber in the barrel for correct headspace while the barrel is assembled to receiver. This is determined with the aid of a test bolt and headspace gages, as prescribed:

a. With headspace gage 41-G-200-100 inside the shell chamber, test bolt ord. dim. no. C 206.26 should not close fully if the test bolt closes freely on this headspace gage. Excessive headspace due to wear is indicated. In this case replace the barrel, either with new or serviceable barrel (refer to sheet no. 1 of section 2) then check the headspace. NOTE: Barrels having excessive headspace, yet otherwise satisfactory, may be salvaged at an arsenal by advancing the breech end and chamber.

b. With headspace gage 41-G-200-75 inside the shell chamber, field test bolt should close fully if it does not close fully on headspace gage. As in Fig. 2, insufficient headspace is indicated. This may occur when a serviceable or new barrel is installed. NOTE: Insufficient headspace may be corrected with a hand reamer (refer to operation no. 42-44).

*Replaces sheet no. B 50 Unit 118! Issue of 4-3-43.
DISMANTLING

HEADSPACE GAGING & REAMING (CONT)

42. Insert reamer guide A into receiver and push handle B down to
    locked position. Secure guide A in place by turning screw C against
    receiver.

43. Lubricate reamer D and slide it through guide A into the
    chamber. Turn reamer at E with a bit brace until stop
    collars F are against guide A.

44. Remove reamer and guide from receiver and clean chamber
    thoroughly.

DISENGAGING BARREL
    AND RECEIVER

45. If removal of barrel G from receiver H is necessary, clamp barrel tightly
    in vise jaws, having first slipped the special wrench J
    over barrel and receiver as shown. Unscrew receiver H
    from barrel.

*Replaces sheet 13 B.S.O. unit no 1 Issue of 4-12-43
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